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R-Go Split Break

Ergonomic 
keyboards

COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL
Never reach sideways to your mouse anymore. 
Easy to take with you, so it’s perfect for on the 
road!

LIGHT KEYSTROKE
The special scissor mechanism in the keys provi-
des a light keystroke

100% RECYCLED PLASTIC
The plastic used for this keyboard is 100% recycled

ULTRA-THIN DESIGN
Ultra-thin design to ensure relaxed, flat wrists 
during typing

PATENTED BREAK INDICATOR 
Download the R-Go Break software via 
www.r-go-break.com

Creating healthier workplaces | www.r-go-tools.com

1. ULTIMATE FREEDOM
 The R-Go Split Break consists of two separate 

parts for maximum freedom.

2. ULTRA-THIN DESIGN
 The keyboard is ultra-thin which stimulates 

better blood circulation. This prevents physical 
complaints.

3. LIGHT KEYSTROKE
 Has a light keystroke, so you need less power 

to type.

4. PATENTED BREAK INDICATOR
 Contains the patented R-Go Break tool. Colour 

turns green when you are good to go, orange 
when it’s time to take a break and red when you 
skipped a break.

5. STRAIGHT WRISTS
 Prevent RSI-complaints by typing with straight 

wrists.

‘’Not only is this keyboard small in 
size and thinly designed: like a real 
ergonomic keyboard should be, this 
keyboard can also be placed freely in 
two separate parts on the desk. 
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Also available as 
compact keyboard: 
R-Go Compact Break

BUILT-IN MAGNET
Turn the keyboard from split to compact in 
one movement

R-GO NUMPAD BREAK
USB connections for connecting the R-Go Numpad 
Break are available on both sides of the keyboard
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Ergonomic keyboards with break indicator

R-Go Break

Layout (1) R-GO SPLIT BREAK 
KEYBOARD

R-GO COMPACT BREAK 
KEYBOARD R-GO NUMPAD BREAK

QWERTY (US)
QWERTY (UK)

Wired
Black RGOSP-USWIBL/RGOSP-UKWIBL RGOCOUSWDBL/ RGOCOUKWDBL RGOCONMWDBL

White • RGOCOUSWDWH/ RGOCOUKWDWH RGOCONMWDWH

Wireless
Black • RGOCOUSWLBL/ RGOCOUKWLBL RGOCONMWLBL

White • RGOCOUSWLWH/ RGOCOUKWLWH RGOCONMWLWH

(1) Available in AZERTY (BE), AZERTY (FR), QWERTY (IT), QWERTY (ND), QWERTY (UK), QWERTY (US), QWERTZ (DE) 
(for all article numbers, see www.r-go-tools.com)
N.B. Italian layout only available for the R-Go Split Break

The patented R-Go Break software 
uses colour signals to indicate when it’s 
time to take a break. During keyboard 
usage, the light changes colour, like a 
traffic light: 
• Green: good job!
• Orange: time for a short break  
• Red: You’ve been working too 

long

This way you will get positive feedback 
about your break actions.

For using the R-Go Compact Break and 
the R-Go Split Break, download the 
R-Go Break software: 
www.r-go-break.com

View all our ergonomic 
solutions on www.r-go-tools.com

Short movements during your working 
day are vital for your health! Micro 
breaks prevent overloading of small 
muscles and tendons and improve 
your concentration.

Because breaks are often forgotten 
when you are focused at work, we’ve 
developed a break tool that reminds 
you to pause your work on time.

We care for our environment

• The plastic used for our keyboards is 100% recycled
• We give a lifetime recycle guarantee and ensure that our 

keyboards are recycled at the end of their life, if they are 
returned to us during anytime during its lifecycle

• We are a member of WEEE, a European directive that 
regulates the collection and recycling of electronic 
equipment


